REM sleep behavior disorder in Parkinson's disease--is there a gender difference?
REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD) is common in Parkinson's disease (PD). While previous studies of idiopathic RBD have reported a striking male preponderance, little information exists about potential gender differences of RBD in PD. We performed a cross sectional study of 107 PD patients. Probable RBD (pRBD) was diagnosed using the RBD Screening Questionnaire. Men had more fights (96% versus 54%, p < 0.001), violent behavior (71% versus 39%, p = 0.04) and awakening by own movements (89% versus 62%, p = 0.04). More women experienced disturbed sleep (85% versus 32%, p = 0.02). The frequency of pRBD was 31% in women and 43% in men (p = 0.2), total frequency 38%. We found no clear differences in the frequency of pRBD among men and women with PD, but demonstrated significant gender differences in its clinical expression. Female PD patients reported significantly less fights and aggressive behavior during dreams, but had more disturbed sleep.